
 Falcon, Hawk and owl Newsletter  

   

We hope you all had an enjoyable half term and are ready for an exciting new term.  

SHAKE, RATTLE AND ROLL 

Our topic this term is ‘Shake, Rattle and Roll’. We will be learning about natural disasters in North and South 

America, and their impact on people and the environment. If any parents, family or friends have expertise or a 

special interest in this area, we would appreciate any offers of help in providing children with more information or 

experiences. Please speak to your child’s class teacher if you can help. In Science, we are learning about states of 

matter and the water cycle. We will be having some exciting workshops led by from staff from Abingdon School, 

which we are very much looking forward to.  

 

In Literacy this term, we will be looking at Newspapers. It would be helpful if you could explore child appropriate 

newspapers, such as First News or online Newsround, to support your child’s understanding of this text type. 

Reading 

We have begun to hear all the children read in class this term and have been really pleased with their enthusiasm 

and commitment. Please continue to make sure your child reads daily and records this in their reading record.  

Regular reading at home makes such a significant difference to the progress children make across all subjects. Please 

ensure your child has their reading pack with their reading diary and book every single day of the week as we will 

be monitoring the amount of reading pupils are doing both in and out of school to help each child make excellent 

progress with the reading development. It is important that we have the books in school so that we can read with 

them and check their reading progress. We would like the children to bring their diaries and spelling books into class 

first thing every morning. 

Please ensure you hear your child read regularly, using the provided book mark to guide your discussions about what 

you have read together. This will help ensure that your child is developing not only their decoding and expression 

but also their reading comprehension. The VIPERS bookmark gives sample questions/sentence stems that we use in 

our whole class reading sessions and would be very beneficial for children to practise further out of school. 

Reading targets and the genre wheel  

On the target page you will find a new target for this term, to read and re-tell a myth and to explore the Newsround 

website.  

In the back of your child’s reading diary, you will find an individual genre wheel. Please support and encourage your 

child to read a wide range of genres over time and encourage them to record the name of the books in this wheel. 

We have a class genre wheel which these records will add to. 

Spelling 

Please continue to ensure that your child practises their spellings daily and is able to provide a definition of the word 

and use the word in oral sentences. By having a deeper understanding of the vocabulary, they are much more likely 

to retain the spelling of the word and retain the word in their vocabulary bank. It is also useful to add a word or two 

from previous term’s spelling lists to keep the words they have previously learnt in their long-term memory.  

Parent volunteers 

Reading: We would very much welcome parents who are willing to come and hear pupils read. 



Memory Skills: We would also appreciate volunteers to play a range of fun, educational games with pupils who 

would benefit. 

Maths: We would also welcome parents who would be interested in supporting the development of times table 

knowledge, through games and other activities. 

If you are interested in any of the above please let your child’s teacher know. 

All volunteers are required to have a Disclosure and Barring Service check which is a security clearance to ensure 

children’s safety in school. Mrs Cliff can arrange the necessary administration is completed.  

PE  

Please ensure that your child has the following PE kit in school at all times as PE days can change frequently. The 

weather is currently very cold so please make sure they have all the following items. 

• Black shorts and black tracksuit bottoms for colder weather.  

• A green PE t-shirt (available from the school office) 

• Trainers 

• A jumper, hoodie or zip-up top  

The planned days for PE this term are as follows: 

Falcons:  Outdoor: Wednesday  Indoor: Monday 

Owls:  Outdoor: Tuesday  Indoor: Thursday 

Hawks:  Outdoor: Tuesday    Indoor: Thursday  

 

We are very much looking forward to a fun filled productive term, in the run up to Christmas. Thank you for your 
continued support. If you have any queries, please do not hesitate to speak with or make an appointment with your 
child’s class teacher.   
 
Mrs Conway, Mr Woods, Miss Rawcliffe and Miss Kellock 


